Kanon machines since 1975 and offer
a variety of features to benefit

Cricket, Tennis, Baseball players at
all levels. Kanon machine are constructed with
robust and state-of-the-art components.
Tested to international standards they are
safe and easy to operate. Kanon machine
are being regularly used by

customers
worldwide on five
continents.
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Sports Unlimited - Authorised dealer of Kanon Ball Machines for Asia & Middel East. Manufactured by Howard
Manufacturing Asia. Sports Unlimited - Pioneers in Introducing Cricket as Entertainment in India at Malls, Amusement Parks etc
with Kanon Ball Machines. Sports Unlimited introduced the concept of cricket zone and it was a phenomenal success wherever
it was introduced.
Cricket zone - A unique amusement centre and first of its kind. Where people can come in and enjoy the thrill and pleasure
of facing the cricket ball at their desired speed or spin. One can get the full cricketing experience with the help of cricket bowling
machine and closed nets on all four sides and the top area, so that the ball remains in the net area at all times.

Cricket (Cricket Zone) as an
Entertainment at Forum Mall ,Bangalore
India.

Sports Unlimited was awarded runners up
for the presentation of the Concept at
IAAPI 2008, Mumbai, India

Kiran With Sachin Tendulkar

Inflatable Cricket Zone, which can be
installed & dismantled in 5 minutes.

By the adjustment of a simple control on the barrel, ball velocity is
infinitely variable from 10km/h (6 mp/h) to 120km/h (74,5 mph)le
Elevation. The adjustable barrel allows full length deliveries to skim
high fielding shots.
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Balls can be delivered at intervals of 2.5, 5,7.5 or 15 seconds.
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Spin balls, fast balls, full length, short balls - you name it - the Kanon
ball machine delivers accurately, repeatedly and on demand. Kanon
cricket bowling machines are perfect for mastering batting techniques
and major fielding skills whether you practice on a field, in the nets or
at home.
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The Kanon Cricket Bowling Machine

Automatic Variable Oscillator
The machine will direct balls at random or at a pre-selected spot
while maintaining constant power and length.

Swing Adaptor
With a simple setting, the adaptor adds swing to the left or the right.

Bowling Simulator
Provides the height required to simulate bowling deliveries.

Hard Dimple Ball
for Cricket Practice
Hard dimpled balls
Normal or high bounce
Bat friendly
Realistic
Full protection essential for safety reasons.

Cordless Remote Control
To start and stop the ball feed from anywhere in the
practice area.
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The Kanon Tennis Ball Machine
The tried and tested original Kanon machine has earned world wide acclaim
since its introduction in 1975. Now with electronic remote start and stop,
serving simulator, variable shot pattern and spin/swing adaptor, it is the
premier model. With the Kanon automatic ball machine a beginner can
quickly master the basics of tennis. More advanced players can programme
the machine to simulate and practice a wide variety of game situations.

Variable Frequency
Balls can be delivered at intervals of 2.5, 5,7.5 or 15 seconds.

Variable Velocity
By the adjustment of a simple control on the barrel, ball velocity is
infinitely variable from 10km/h (6 mp/h) to 120km/h (74,5 mph).

Variable Elevation
The adjustable barrel allows deep baseline drives to high lobs.

Automatic Variable Oscillator
The machine will direct balls at random or at a pre-selected spot while
maintaining constant power and length.

Spin Adaptor
With a simple setting, the adaptor adds side to side, top to bottom spin to
the ball. It can also be set to deliver a slice in either backhand or forehand.

Serving Simulator
To practice return of service.

Cordless Remote Control
To start and stop the ball feed from anywhere on the court

The Kanon Baseball Bowling Machine
The versatile Kanon Ball machine is an ideal aid for baseball
and softball players, coaches and teams.Batters, catchers
and fielders of all ages and levels will benefit. bat/glove/eye
co-ordination is improved.
The accurate and consistent Kanon will deliver ball after ball
into the stike zone so a batter can practise effectively and
efficiently
The kanon offers excellent practise for catchers an fielders.
The Kanon will deliver soft fuzzy practise balls for beginners
or special dimple balls for more advanced players.
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Bowling Machines & Games Pvt Ltd.
Division of Sports Unlimited
Tel: +91 80 41603963 Tele Fax: + 91 80 - 30201198
Mob :+ 91 9880080130, + 91 9880850130
No. - 464, 1st A Cross,8 th Block, Koramangala
Bangalore - 560095, Karnataka, India.
E-mail: info@sportsunlimited.co.in
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